Data Sheet Product Code: **CP75-PMR**

**Product Description:** Choice 75 Perspex Fluorescent Privacy Screen Mars Red
768mm overall height

General Images of the Product Range Features
Choice 75 Perspex Fluorescent Privacy Screen Mars Red
768mm overall height

Product Code
CP75-PMR

The “Choice” range of products and accessories allows the user to support a tablet computer, laptop, monitor and touch screen monitor, (the device) at the correct ergonomic height for sitting or standing. By allowing the device to be supported at different angles “Choice” also facilitates direct data input and or viewing preferences.

This cost effective solution offers simple adjustment that automatically locks in place at the desired height, or viewing angle, if the device has a protective cover this can remain in place.

Dimensions

Packaging Size & Weight - Box

EAN Number & Bar Code

Export Commodity Code
83040000

Import Commodity Code
8304000000

Product Weight
1.71kg
Neo One Sustainability

Neo One is both conscious and committed to reducing all environmental aspects resulting from our business activities.

This is supported by our implementation of the 3R's: Reuse, Reduce, Recycle. In order to minimise our environmental impact our priorities are to First Reuse, Secondly Reduce and Thirdly Recycle wherever possible.

The Choice Perspex Privacy Screen offers a tinted transparent visual barrier and acoustic benefits. To assist the users concentration level and reduce the level of distraction, whilst not creating a total visual barrier.

They are designed to attached to the Choice 75 height adjustable Base Unit Products.
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